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I am working to build a regenerative braking, the main goal is to maximize air friction when driver wants to
slow the car down and utilize this force for create electrical energy, also Ìm working to design a car body
with a good aerodynamics. I slected a sensor below the brake pedal, so when driver pushes it down the
entries of air will open, if the driver pushes it strong they will open completely  .
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The aim of this

  

convert it into electricitySo that
it can be used to recharge the
car s battery  this system is .

DRAWNIG

Three outlets at the end
Pressure sensor below the brake pedal

braking and electrical energy

That energy which
could have been used to work is
essentialy wasted ,but I have
given this problem a lot of
thought and have come up with
a kind of braking system that
can recapture much of the

s kinetic energy andwind

We already know that

so when the car slows down the
kinetic energy has to go

.

energy can not be destroyed

project is use the
        resistance to slowair

the car down and
create electrical energy

GOAL

This project is different from other projects. At present the kinds of brakes
  are primarily found in hybrid vehicle, they recapture some of the kinetic
energy of the vehicle but I want to use the air resistance to produce energy
and also slow the car down, so for this reason I selected some wind turbine
  and entries, in this way we can enter a large amount of air in the car, Ìll be
  increasing the air resistance to the slow the car down when the car wants to
stop or slow down, so we can recapture energy by using the wind turbinestop or slow down, so we can recapture energy by using the wind turbine
  I want to use the wind device only when driver wants to slow the car down
  it means that when the car wants to accelerate it woǹt have any problem
because all the gates are close at that time and they will open only when the
driver pushes brake pedal 
The air resistance is a large force and we can use it to produce the electrical
  energy. The entry of air on the hood will open downward like picture, so the
  driver woǹt have vision problem, two other entries are on the roof, these are
  big at the entry and small at the end, in this way we can press the air and 
  push it with more force to turn the turbines around and prouduce electrical
  energy. At the last part I selected some outlets that air can exit
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wind turbine


